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In Australia, around 12 million hens are confined to a space smaller than an A4 piece of paper.
the wingspan of a chicken is around 32" twice the size of the space allocated.
these birds have no access to proper ventilation or natural sunlight
they are unable to perform their natural behaviours
1 in 6 live with broken bones
after 18 mth's
the hens are sent
to slaughter
every egg bought represents 30hrs of their suffering
In nature, a mother hen will build a private nest to lay her eggs, and will even go without food or water if it means she can have a private nest to protect her babies. Even before they hatch a mother hen will cluck to her chicks, and from inside their egg they cluck in response. Once hatched, she teaches her chicks what is safe to eat and what to avoid. None of this is possible for battery caged hens. (via)

http://battery-caged-hens.tumblr.com
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